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Abstract

During the cross-border mergers and acquisitions process, there are numerous factors that affect the brand evaluation of acquiring enterprise, one important factor is brand matching between acquiring and target enterprises. Experiments draw conclusions that dilution does exist and construal level can moderate the negative impacts. These findings warn Chinese managers that brand mismatching between cross-border M & A may dilute the brand of acquiring enterprises.
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1. Introduction

Cross-border M & A is acquiring enterprise who wants to achieve a certain purpose by certain channels and means of payment. They buy all the assets of target enterprise or buy enough to exercise the operational activities of the shares to implement actual or complete control of behavior. It can help acquiring enterprise to reduce barriers to enter a new industry and expand market share. In the modern society, Chinese enterprises cross-border M & A is very common. In December 2012, state-owned holding company CNOOC paid $15.1 billion for acquisition of Canada Nixon company which was the largest cross-border M & A of Chinese companies. Although cross-border M & A can bring huge competitive advantages, and on the surface of both sides it is a win-win strategy. It can bring many adverses, including acquiring enterprises brand dilution.
Brand dilution refers to positive attitudes or comments of acquiring enterprises to decline in the cross-border M & A. There are many factors that will affect consumers’ cognition, emotion and attitude to acquiring enterprises. Park (1996) said brand fit was an important factor that affected consumers evaluation to acquiring enterprises, chose a brand with high reputation and did not guarantee the success of cross-border M & A [1]. Baumgart (2004) raised that consumers had positive attitude toward the joint brand when brand matching degree was high [2]. From the above studies, acquiring enterprises do not always have bright future; they may be limited by brand dilution.

Acquiring and target enterprises are very familiar with the brands for consumers. However, both are significantly different in such aspects as market image. Therefore, we choose China domestic brands and international brands as research subjects. This research is very important for the brand strategy decision-makers, because it helps them recognize the existence of the brand dilution effects and knows how to prevent and reduce negative impacts.

2. Theoretical Background

2.1. Literature Review of Matching

Matching refers to suitability and degree between things, it is consumers’ social perception after brands combination [3]. Keller (1993) argued that brand matching is consistency of consumers’ perceptions of brands cooperation. Alba (1994) pointed out that consumers would evaluate the brand on the basis of brand awareness; Ruth and Simonin (1998) found that if the matching degree of two brands is higher, the higher consumer gave his evaluation of co-branding. If consumers perceived mismatching, they would gave low evaluation to joint brands.

Domestic scholars Lu Changbao (2009) argued that matching included three categories: product matching, market matching and brand matching [4]. We define brand matching between acquiring and target enterprises as consistence of brand core value and brand image.

2.2. Literature Review of Brand Dilution

Brand dilution is weakness of brand cognition, including uglification and fuzziness. Defacing is consumers negative strengtheness of brand association which will affect consumers’ perception of brand image. Fuzziness is attenuation of the consumers’ positive brands association which will reduce the associations of brand uniqueness. In cross-border M & A, if target enterprise’ brand image and brand core value do not match with acquiring enterprise, it will inspire fuzzy mechanism of brand dilution and affect consumers’ perception.

2.3. Literature Review of Construal Level

Liberman and Trope (1998) raised temporal construal level theory which was the earliest origin of construal level theory. Waksłak (2006) proposed construal level theory with wide influence, and social distance, spacial distance and possibility are collectively referred to as psychological distance [5]. Kim and John (2008) put forward that relatively close space, time and social distance, higher possibility of context, individual was more likely to adopt low construal level. On the contrary, individual was more likely to take high construal level [6].

In the study of brand extension we found that when evaluated brand extension, consumers with high construal level give more weight than consumers with low construal level. The reason is that sense of matching needs high abstraction.

Construal level theory gives us inspiration and helps us to theoretically describe and explain situation of cross-border M & A. There are potential dilution risks for acquiring enterprises when their brand image and core value do not match with target enterprise.

3. Research Model and Hypothesis

3.1. Research Model

Based on the above theoretical background, we add construal level theory to research model (as shown in Figure 1). Brand image and core value mismatching between acquiring and target enterprises will affect consumers’ evaluation to acquiring enterprise brand. Construal level adjusts effects of acquiring enterprise evaluation.
3.2. Research Hypothesis

1) Brand image mismatching affects evaluation or attitude to acquiring enterprise brand

Keller (1993) thought brand image was consumers’ perception reflected by brand association. It was closely tied with brand qualities and brand preference [6]. Brand image had an effect on consumers’ purchase decision. Some scholars further pointed out that when acquiring enterprise merged a target enterprise whose brand image was not consistent, consumers started the attribution of search to look for reasons, this attribution of search may lead to bad evaluation to acquiring enterprise brand. Therefore, we put forward the following research hypothesis:

H1: Brand image mismatching of acquiring and target enterprise can reduce brand evaluation or attitude to acquiring enterprise. Namely, the more mismatching between two brand images, the more brand dilution to acquiring enterprise.

2) Brand core value mismatching affects evaluation or attitude to acquiring enterprise brand

Brand core value refers to a brand promising and delivering to consumers the most important, the most different and persistent rational, emotional and symbolic value [1]. Information integration theory and emotion migration model tell us that when faced with cross-border M & A, consumers firstly recall all brand information of target enterprise, then migrate judgement to acquiring enterprise brand. when there is mismatching between acquiring and target enterprises brand core values, consumer tend to make negative evaluation. Therefore, we put forward the following hypothesis:

H2: Brand core value mismatching of acquiring and target enterprises can reduce brand evaluation or attitude to acquiring enterprise. Namely, the more mismatching between two brand core values, the more brand dilution to acquiring enterprise.

3) Construal level moderates effects brand mismatching on acquiring enterprise brand evaluation

Matching is interpretation and evaluation of two things which cognitive subject gives. This kind of interpretation and evaluation can be either at the specific level or at the abstract level, construal level that represents cognition abstract level can have an influence on matching. In cross-border M & A, consumers’ matching perception of brand core value between acquiring and target enterprises depends on whether two enterprises use specific and detailed information, matching perception of brand image relies on whether use abstract and integral information. In the low construal level, core value mismatching reflecting detailed and specific information will be strengthened. In the high construal level, image mismatching reflecting overall and abstract information will be strengthened. Therefore, we put forward the following hypothesis:

H3: In the low construal level, brand dilution core value mismatching causes is greater than image mismatching to acquiring enterprise.

H4: In the high construal level, brand dilution image mismatching causes is greater than core value mismatching to acquiring enterprise.

These hypotheses do not mean that cross-border M & A will always damage acquiring enterprise, we cannot deny its benefits. It is pointed out that acquiring enterprises not only have many benefits, but also have potential negative impacts.
4. Research Design

In order to test the proposed model, we use real, not imaginary brands. Because feelings and associations of real brands can be activated. At the same time, it is necessary to use multiple brands, so that were little on brands we choose and increase external validity.

4.1. Test Design

Experiments use domestic car brands, because this kind of M & A is very popular in China. Some well-known domestic brands are eager to improve their brand value and expand overseas market.

According to Gwinner (1999) the definition of brand image matching, brand core value matching [7]. We form two kinds of mismatching by group discussion. Brand image mismatching refers to brand awareness, brand quality, and brand preference matching score of two enterprises is low. Brand core value mismatching refers to difference and rational, emotional and symbolic value of sustainability two enterprises promising to consumers matching score is low.

4.2. Test Process and Variable Measurement

Subjects (n = 100) are mainly MBA students from a university, five postgraduates participating in the group interview. Participants were randomly assigned to read two kinds of brand mismatching materials and answer a few questions. These questions mainly involve variables such as attitude or evaluation to acquiring enterprises and construal level. Then let them make evaluation of cross-border M & A, the results show that for Geely and Volvo brand image rating is as follows (M Geely = 3.42, seven subscales, M Volvo = 5.43), score of brand core value is (M Geely = 4.57, seven subscales, M Volvo = 4.98). For Saic and Ssangyong, score of brand core is as follows (M Saic = 4.12, seven subscales, MSsangyong = 5.23), score of brand image is as follows (M Saic = 4.54, seven subscales, MSsangyong = 4.89). Therefore, Geely and Volvo can be respectively used to examine effects brand image mismatching to acquiring enterprises. Saic and Ssangyong are used to examine effects brand core value mismatching to acquiring enterprises.

We use Vallacher and Wegner’s (1987) action identification scale as a measurement of personality trait construal level [8]. Specific method is as follows: please read action recognition scale, the subjects of 25 kinds of behavior in the interpretation of high level item and low level item, selecting from the high level explain item combined as participants explain the scores level. According to Kim and John (2008), average segmentation method is used to slit the participants construal level. Specifically, participants whose scores of construal level greater than or equal to 14 points are divided into high level group; otherwise, less than 14 points are classified as low construal level group. Finally asking participants to fill out basic demographic characteristics of the data including age, sex.

4.3. Data Analysis and Hypothesis Testing

Experiment was conducted in a university, 100 MBA students are randomly distributed to two kinds of materials about brand mismatching. After carefully reading, students need to finish the questions. 94 valid questionnaires are received. 34 are females and 60 are males, age distribution is 28 to 37.

1) Analysis of reliability and validity

Confirmatory factor analysis of brand image mismatching, brand core value mismatching and acquiring enterprise evaluation showed that measurement model fitting index X2/df = 1.85 (reference value is less than 3); GIF = 0.90 (rv > 0.9); CIF = 0.906 (rv > 0.9); RMSEA = 0.09 (rv < 0.1), basically reach the standard of reference which mean that model fits well. In addition to some items, the standardization of each item on the factor load is above 0.58 which shows that scale has good validity. Cronbach a coefficient of each variable is 0.71, 0.86, 0.79 which means that scale reliability meets the requirements.

2) Dilution effects brand mismatching have on acquiring enterprise brand

We take attitude differences before and after tests as the dependent variable (dilution effect to acquiring enterprise) to do variance analysis. Attitudes before and after tests (Geely) are respectively 4.29 and 3.78 when faced with brand image mismatching and significantly different ($P < 0.05$) which suggests that acquiring enterprise has brand dilution. Attitudes before and after tests (Saic) are respectively 5.24 and 5.12 when faced with brand core value mismatching and significantly different ($P < 0.05$) which suggests that acquiring enterprise has
brand dilution. This means that H1 and H2 are established (as shown in Table 1).

3) Moderating effect of construal level

Attitude difference before and after tests was used to verify H3 and H4 under the conditions of high construal level and low construal level. Firstly, average comparison of the attitude before and after tests has identified dilution effect. For subjects of high construal level, attitude before and after tests (Geely) are respectively 3.98 and 3.75, and significantly different ($P < 0.05$) when brand images mismatch. It means that in high construal level, brand image mismatching results in acquiring enterprise brand dilution; attitude before and after tests (Saic) are respectively 4.27 and 4.14, and significantly different ($P < 0.05$) when brand core values mismatch. It means that in high construal level, brand core values mismatching results in acquiring enterprise brand dilution.

Comparison of two kinds of dilution effect (0.23 and 0.13) and significantly different ($P < 0.05$). In other words, in high construal level, acquiring enterprise brand dilution brand image mismatching cause is greater than the brand core value mismatching causes which supports H3 (as shown in Table 2).

For subjects of low construal level, attitude before and after test (Saic) are respectively 3.97 and 3.72, and significant difference ($P < 0.05$) when brand core values mismatch. It means that under low construal level, brand core values mismatching results in acquiring enterprise brand dilution; attitude before and after test (Geely) are respectively 3.78 and 3.65, and significant difference ($P < 0.05$) when brand images mismatch. It means that under low construal level, brand images mismatching results in acquiring enterprise brand dilution.

Comparison of two kinds of dilution effect (0.25 and 0.13) and significant difference ($P < 0.05$). In other words, under low construal level, acquiring enterprises brand dilution brand core values mismatching cause is greater than the brand images mismatching causes which supports H4 (as shown in Table 2).

5. Conclusions

Experimental data show that in the cross-border M & A brand image and core value dismatching between acquiring and target enterprises potentially reduce attitude or evaluation to acquiring enterprise brand, suggesting that cross-border M & A is not always helpful to acquiring enterprise, brand mismatching may cause dilution.

In addition, effects brand mismatching causes to acquiring enterprise differ from consumers. In high construal level brand dilution image mismatching cause is greater than the brand core value mismatching cause to acquiring enterprise. In low construal level, brand dilution core value mismatching cause is greater than brand image mismatching cause, which means that enterprises should fully consider different target consumer groups when making decisions.

6. Advice

For cross-border M & A which brand core values mismatch, acquiring enterprise can take measures to control the consumers’ construal level and lead to abstract thinking. For cross-border M & A which brand image mismatch, acquiring enterprise can guide consumers to take concrete thinking so as to enhance its awareness and improve evaluation or attitude to acquiring enterprise. Of course, this research also has some deficiencies and issues need to deepen:

1) Although MBA students have certain purchasing power, to a certain extent, it reduces external validity of research conclusion. In the future study, we should adopt diverse samples.
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2) Manipulation of construal level. We should focus on time distance, psychological distance influencing acquiring enterprise evaluation in the future study.

3) Target companies are from the United States and South Korea, whether the evaluation subjects are influenced by source image or other factors lead to brand dilution was not under good control. Its conclusion may not be applied to cross-border M&A of other countries.

4) Cars have high degree of product involvement, will we get the same conclusion in the low degree of product involvement also needs further investigation.
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